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Theater vocabulary – Sentences Date: __________________ 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box.  
 

 

actor - narrator – play – dialogues – director -  
individuals – playwright – act – scenery - instructions 

 
 

 
 

1. We go to the theater to see a _________________. 

2. Tom Holland is a famous _________________. 

3. The _________________ is the person who tells the story to the audience. 

4. The _________________ makes the decisions and tells the actors  

    what to do. 

5. The _________________ are what the actors say in the play.  

6. The _____________________ writes plays.  

7. In the second _________________ of the play, I thought the most  

    interesting scene was when Romeo appeared suddenly in the garden.  

8. The _________________ was amazing. It made you feel like you were in  

    castle, rather than a theater.  

9.  The stage directions are the ________________________ written into  

      the play script that indicate how actors should move and behave on stage. 

10. The characters in a play are the _______________________ who  

      inhabit the story, portrayed by actors, each with their own personality and  

      role in the narrative. 
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